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Norio Hayakawa, born in 1944 in Yokohama, Japan, is an American activist who lives in Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

He was the director of Civilian Intelligence Network, a loosely-knit citizens’ oversight committee on
government accountability.

He has appeared as a guest on Coast to Coast AM radio talk show multiple times, and is most known for
his UFOlogy investigations in and around New Mexico and the American Southwest.

He graduated from the University of Albuquerque in 1970 majoring in Spanish and later taught in a
public high school just outside of Phoenix, Arizona.

In February, 1990, Norio Hayakawa accompanied a Japanese TV crew to the outer perimeters of Area 51
in Nevada following a lengthy interview with Bob Lazar at his residence in Las Vegas.

The following month, in March 1990, Norio took the Nippon TV crew to Dulce, New Mexico, where
they interviewed the locals, including the Jicarilla Apache tribal officials, general townsfolk and
ranchers, about paranormal activity in the area.

In the past, he has been associated with film maker and activist, Anthony J. Hilder.  Hayakawa and
Hilder were responsible for starting the Area 51 People’s Rally in 1998.  The event was formed in protest
against what was seen as the secrecy surrounding Area 51, especially the plight of a considerable
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number of former workers who were contaminated and sickened with toxic chemicals while working on
stealth programs at the base.

Norio has been involved in UFO research since around 1961.

However he says that “even though the UFO phenomenon seems to exist, so far there is no absolute,
tangible, credible documentary evidence whatsoever that we have ever been visited by actual physical
extraterrestrial biological entities in any actual physical spacecraft of any kind.”

He says that the term “UFOs” (Unidentified Flying Objects) may not necessarily be completely accurate,
since they may not necessarily be “objects” nor could they be “flying” (as we understand “flying” to be,
such as by use of a propulsion system.  One of the pre-eminent characteristics of this phenomenon is its
seeming ability to “materialize” and “de-materialize” at will).

(The Pentagon nowadays prefers to use the term UAP  – – Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon instead.)

He says that another characteristic of this phenomenon is its apparent inability to remain in our physical
dimension for more than a few seconds or a few minutes at a time.

He also brings up another fascinating characteristic of this phenomenon, i.e., its inability to be
photographed with clarity.

And, lastly, Norio brings up the phenomenon’s apparent ability to “pre-select” its observer (or observers),
as well as time and location.

Here are Norio Hayakawa’s alternative explanations to this phenomenon that can be found in his four
top articles that he wrote:

MY MOTHER’S ‘FLYING SAUCER’ SIGHTING IN 1975 – – DO I BELIEVE HER? – – YES, WITHOUT
ANY DOUBT (https://noriohayakawa.wordpress.com/2020/02/12/my-mothers-flying-saucer-sighting-in-1975-do-
i-believe-her-yes-without-any-doubt/)

THE UFO PHENOMENON SEEMS TO ‘PRE-SELECT” ITS OBSERVERS
(https://noriohayakawa.wordpress.com/2021/09/24/the-ufo-phenomenon-seems-to-pre-select-its-observers/)

DULCE BASE MAY NOT PHYSICALLY EXIST BUT PARAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA SEEM TO
HAUNT DULCE, NEW MEXICO (https://noriohayakawa.wordpress.com/2018/04/30/dulce-base-
may-not-exist-but-the-ufo-phenomenon-itself-seems-to-exist-in-dulce-new-mexico/)

and

WHY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WILL NEVER DISCLOSE THE TRUE NATURE OF THE UFO
PHENOMENON (https://noriohayakawa.wordpress.com/2021/08/23/why-the-u-s-government-and-the-military-
will-never-disclose-the-true-nature-of-the-ufo-phenomenon-3/)

Besides being an investigator, Hayakawa spent many years as a licensed funeral director in Los Angeles.  After his
retirement in 2008, he became a professional entertainer, musician (keyboardist) and singer, performing live music
with his One-man band in various small venues in New Mexico.
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Norio Hayakawa’s CIVILIAN INTELLIGENCE NEWS SERVICE
(https://noriohayakawa.wordpress.com/about/)

Facebook = http://www.facebook.com/fernandon.hayakawa
(http://www.facebook.com/fernandon.hayakawa)

E-mail = noriohayakawa@gmail.com

Please also watch Norio Hayakawa’s YouTube videos
(http://www.youtube.com/user/noriohaya/videos)
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